When plumbing breaks or
drains get clogged, remember
Roto-Rooter for fast,
dependable, guaranteed service.
No matter what you need
installed, repaired or unplugged, give us a call!
• Emergency service available 24 hours a day
• Appointments scheduled at your convenience
• All types of plumbing repairs

Roto-Rooter
Root
Destroyer
Control Root Growth
in Drain Lines and
Sewer Pipes!
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Root Destroyer

What to Do When You Suspect
Roots Are Blocking Your Drain
Lines and Sewer Pipes

Roots from trees and shrubs frequently find their
way into drain lines and sewer pipes through
extremely small cracks, holes or poorly sealed
joints. These tiny root hairs—if not properly
controlled—can continue to grow inside your lines,
blocking water flow and even causing the pipes
to break.

If the flow of water is slow through your drain
line—but before it’s completely blocked—call the
Roto-Rooter company listed in the yellow pages of
your telephone directory. Roto-Rooter service
technicians have the proper training and equipment
to cut through root blockages and restore flow to
your line.

Worst of all, once these roots grow in a specific
direction, they’ll continue to grow back in that same
direction—causing similar blockage problems later.
So—to really solve the problem—once the
offending roots are removed, you have to retard
their future growth.

In addition, your Roto-Rooter service technician
can advise you on the necessary steps to prevent the
problem from reoccurring. For example, a twice-ayear application of Roto-Rooter® Root Destroyer
can retard the growth of roots near your drain line;
all you have to do is pour the recommended dosage
into your toilet bowl and flush the product into the
line. Roto-Rooter Root Destroyer will kill only the
roots growing into the pipes and will not affect the
rest of your plant’s root systems.

Your Satisfaction Is Guaranteed!
Roto-Rooter Corporation, in West Des Moines,
Iowa, will refund the purchase price of this product
should it fail to perform as claimed when used as
directed for one full year. Simply mail the purchase
receipt to Roto-Rooter Corporation within one year
of purchase from any Roto-Rooter company.
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